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To all whom, it may concern
Be it known that I, WALTER HAY, a citi
Zen of the United States, residing at Seville,
in the county of Medina and State of Ohio,
have invented a certain new and useful Im
provement in Feeding Devices for Printing
Machines, of which the following is a full,
clear, and exact description.
This invention relates to feeding devices
for printing machines and the present ap
plication is a division of my prior applica
tion, Serial No. 599,932, filed December 29,

shown in elevation. Fig. 2 is a partial plan 55

stroke or forward movement of the mecha
Further, the invention aims to provide a
simple and very effective means for guiding

side of a blank, and a suitable opening 12 80
in the bed frame, through which opening is

view with the bed frame removed showing
particularly the manner in which the blank
reeding mechanism is operated. Fig. 3 is
a perspective view of part of the printing
machine showing particularly the magazine. 60
and guide bars which guide the blanks as
they are moved forwardly from the maga
Zine. Fig. 4 is a vertical sectional view

through ihe bed frame showing the blank
feeding mechanism in elevation, this view 65
being taken at substantially right angles to
1910, for combined printing and addressing the sectional view shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 5
machines.
is a plan view of one of the blank pushers.
The object of the invention is to provide ; Fig.6 is a side view of the same.
an efficient feeding means for feeding and RReferring, now to the drawings, 10 rep 70
guiding cards or other blanks, upon which resents the bed frame upon which is sup
the printing is to be done, from a suitable ported in any suitable manner a magazine
magazine or receptacle to printing position, or hopper 1E adapted to receive a stack or
More specifically the invention aims to pile of cards, such as postal cards, or blanks.
provide feeding means which will positively of any other form. The blanks are adapted 75
move the lowermost blank from the pile or to be fed forwardly from this hopper, to .
stack in the magazine, the feeding means printing position or to a position between a
being so constructed that only a single blank. vertically movable printing platen or mem
will be engaged and fed forwardly at each ber 12, for printing upon the top face or

.nl.Sm.
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the blanks as they are fed forwardly from

the magazine to and from printing pési
tion-the guiding means being automati
cally adjustable for various thicknesses of
blanks and being constructed with the view
35 of preventing the wedging or jahming of
the
blanks at any point in their pathway
and of preventing one blank sliding over
or under another.
*. ...
In the particular embodiment of my in
40 vention here shown the feeding means is
applied to a combined printing and address
ing machine adapted for printing on both
sides of a blank, but it will be understood
that the invention is capable of Ese with
45 other types of printing machines.
My invention may be briefly stsummarized
as consisting in certain novel details of con
structions and combinations and arrange
ments of parts which will be described in
50 the specification and set forth in the ap
pended claims.
. . .
In the drawings. Figure 1 is a vertical sec
tional view throttgh a prihting machiné

adapted to be projected the type of a series.

of lower printing devices each adapted to
print an address or other- - matter on the
lower side of a blank. This lower printing. 85
mechanism has been omitted for the sake of
learness as it forms no part of the present
invention. The upper printing member 12 . .
is carried by a holder 13 which is recipro
cated by a pivoted lever 14, the latter being 90
connected by a link 15 to a second lever 16
having a cam-shaped opening 17 in which
is rotated a roller 18 carried by a crank 19
secured to the main operatingshaft 20 ex
tending horizontally beneath the bed frame 95
10. This printing mechanism and other.
parts of the machine are more fully de
scribed in my prior application above re
ferred to.

The movement of the cards to printing

position and the inking of the printing
platén 12 are effected by means of the fol.
lowing described mechanism. A slide plate.
21 is centrally mounted on a transveisely
arranged rod 22 secured at each end to the
oed frame beneath the same and is steadiect
by its overhanging ends being in contact
equipped with my invention; parts being with bearing surfaces formed on the lower
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side of the bed frame, thus providing. a a blank, the gage tongue limiting the up

three-point bearing as plainly shown in Fig.
4. The slide plate 21 is provided with
grooved lugs 21 which engage the rod 22

Ward movement so as to prevent engage
ment by said pushing members with the
second card above, as will be seen clearly
and prevent
Fig. 6. It will be understood that
plate.
. . lateral displacement of the from
the gage tongue is not permitted to slide

. The slide plate is reciprocated in a hori
zontal plane beneath the bed frame by mech
anism including a link 23 connected to the
10 longer arm of a bell crank 24 pivotally con
nected to the bed frame and provided at its
shorter arm with a roller 25 which enters
the slot of a cam 26 secured to the operating

shaft 20. This cam is so formed as to effect

15

a complete forward and return movement of
the slide plate during a one-half revolution
of the shaft.
secured to each end of the slide plate

is a standard 27 which projects upwardly
through a slot in the bed frame and has se
cured to its upper end a forwardly pro
jecting flexible arm. 28. These arms are
- formed at their front ends with U-shaped
portions in which an inking roller 29 is
25 supported and adapted to rotate. The ink
sing roller 29, when in its rearmost position,
is adapted to engage with a distributing
roller 30 supported just above the roller
29.
On the forward movement of the slide
30 plate the inking roller 29 is adapted to ink
the...printing member 12, as will be ap
parent from Fig.1. Secured also to the
slide-plate 21 are a pair of blank pushers or
feeders. 31, said pushers projecting up
35 wardly and forwardly through slots in the
bed frame. These pushers, a plan and side
elevation of one of which is shown in Figs.
5 and 6, are preferably made of yieldable
spring material and are mounted on blocks
40 31, which are secured to the slide plate and
are adapted for adjustment thereon. An
. . . ... elongated slot 31 through which a hold
ing screw is passed, permits adjustment of
the pushers to suit various widths of the
.45
20
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past the blank at the end of the return
stroke. While these pushers are preferably
formed of spring material, they may, if de
sired, be otherwise formed without varying 5
the principle of their operation.
Referring to Figs. 1 and 3, it will be seen
that the magazine 11 is provided along the
bottom and at the front side with a space
or slot through which the blanks may suc 80
cessively be pushed or fed, and adjustably
secured to the magazine above this slot is
a gate or gage piece 11 adapted for vertical
adjustment. This gage piece will be so ad
justed that more than one blank cannot be
fed from the magazine at one time.
Arranged forwardly of the magazine are
a pair of guide bars 32 which guide the
blanks in their movement across the face
of the bed frame to and beyond printing 90
position. These guide bars are provided
with side walls 32 which extend below the
surface over which the blanks are moved
and which guide the blanks in their move

ment. By extending the side walls below
the surface over which the blanks move, it
is impossible for a blank to slip under the
guide bars and become wedged at any point

95

in its pathway. The guide bars are pro
vided also with overhanging or overlying 100
portions 32 adapted to rest or bear upon
the end portions of the blanks for the pur
pose of preventing one blank from “climb
ing' upon or slipping over or under an
other. The guidebars are not rigidly sup
ported but are loose upon the bed frame
and are so constructed and supported that
they swing inwardly so as to rest upon the
blanks and to automatically accommodate
blanks to be printed. As shown, the push themselves
blanks of different thicknesses. 10
ers are each provided with pushing mem The guide tobars
kept in their proper
bers 31 and with a single gage tongue 31. positions, which are
depends upon the size of
which projects somewhat beyond the mem blanks being printed, by means of screws
bers 31° and is depressed therefrom to an ex the
33 which pass loosely through the guide
tent approximately three-fourths of the bars
are adjustably secured to the bed 15
thickness of a card, envelop, etc., to be frame.andOrdinarily
the weight of the guide
printed. In operation, the gage tongue is bars will provide sufficient
on the
caused to bear against the under side of the blanks to hold the latter inpressure
place
and
to
lowermost blank in the magazine 11 and
55 to act as a gage to prevent the pushing prevent one blank from sliding under or
over another, but if the weight of the guide 120
members 31 from engaging more than one bars
not be sufficient for this purpose,
blank at a time. During the return move they should
may
be
yieldingly pressed downward
ment of the slide plate the forward ends of by springs which may be placed beneath the
the pushing members 319 are depressed by heads of the screws.
60 the
weight of the stack of blanks under In the operation of the feeding mecha 25
which they slide and this depression con nism,
the printing member 12 is
tinues until the pushing members have raised, when
the
slide
and blank pushers are
reached the rear edge of the lowermost moved forwardlyplate
so
as
a blank from
blank, from which point they will spring the magazine through totheslide
slot
at the for
65 upwardly into position to engage and move

ward front edge of the same, the printing
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member 12 being inked during the forward
movement of the blank feeding mechanism,
and thence the feeding mechanism and the
inking roller are retracted before the print
ing member is again lowered to print on the
blank which is in printing position. In
their forward movement from the magazine
the blanks are guided by the guide bars in
the manner previously described, it being
understood that a blank coming from the
magazine into printing position is em
ployed to push the printed blank out of
printing position and off the bed frame.
claim
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1. In a printing machine, a bed frame, a

3.

tally projecting portion overhanging said
table, said strips being loosely Supported at 60
their outer edge upon said bed frame, where
by said overhanging portion tends to bear
upon the upper surface of the blanks on said
table, and thus yieldingly maintain them in
proper position.
65
4. In a printing machine, a bed, a mov
able printing member, a receptacle adapted
to contain blanks upon which printing im
pressions are to be made, mechanism for
feeding the blanks from the receptacle to 70
printing position, and means for guiding the
blanks, comprising a pair of parallel guide
bars loosely supported on the bed on their
outside edges only and provided with por
tions extending downward beneath the Sur 75
face over which the blanks move and with
portions which overhang the edges of the
blanks.
5. In a printing machine, a bed, a mov
able printing member, a receptacle adapted 80
to contain blanks upon which printing im
pressions are to be made, mechanism for
feeding the blanks from the receptacle to
printing position, and means for guiding the
blanks comprising a pair of parallel guide 85
bars having on their inner sides longitudi
nally extending grooves forming upright
guide members for the edges of the blanks,
and inwardly extending portions which
overhang the blanks, and means loosely and 90
pivotally connecting said guide bars to the
bed so that the former may tip in Wardly by
gravity and the overhanging portions there
of may bear upon the blanks.
6. In a printing machine, a bed, a movable 95
printing member, a receptacle adapted to
contain blanks to be printed, means for au
tomatically feeding the blanks one at a time
from the receptacle to printing position,
said feeding mechanism comprising a recip 100
rocating slide arranged beneath the top of
the bed, and a pusher carried by the slide,
said pusher comprising a resilient member
having a portion bent so as to form a shoul
der adapted to engage the rear edge of the 05
lowermost blank in the receptacle, and a
gage tongue projecting forwardly beyond
the shoulder and adapted to engage the un
derside of the lowermost blank.
In testimony whereof, I hereunto affix my 10

printing member, a receptacle for contain
ing blanks to be printed, and feeding mech
anism for automatically feeding the blanks,
One at a time, from the bottom of the recep
tacle to printing position, Said mechanism
comprising a pusher adapted to engage the
lowermost
blanks,
meanscompris
for re
ciprocatingofthesaidsame,
saidand
pusher
ing a resilient member fixed at one end, and
provided at its free end with a yielding gage
tongue adapted to bear against the lower
face of the blank being fed, and with a
shoulder adapted to engage the rear edge of
such blank, said shoulder being of a depth
less than the thickness of the blanks.
2. In a printing machine, a bed, a mov
able printing member, a receptacle adapted
to contain blanks to be printed, means for
automatically feeding the blanks one at a
time from the receptacle to printing posi
tion, comprising a reciprocating slide ar
ranged beneath the bed, and a pusher pro
jecting upwardly through the bed, said
pusher having a yieldable portion adapted
to engage the rear edge of the lowermost
blank in the receptacle, and a resilient gage
tongue projecting forwardly beyond said
portion and adapted to engage the under
side of the lowermost blank so as to prevent
said portion from engaging more than One
blank at a time.
3. In a printing machine, a bed frame, a
movable printing member, a receptacle
adapted to contain blanks to be printed,
means for feeding the blanks from the re
ceptacle to printing position, and means for
guiding the blanks, such means comprising
a horizontal table of the same width as said signature in the presence of two witnesses.
blanks, and a guide strip disposed adjacent
WALTER HAY.
each edge of said table, the inner edge of
each of said strips being grooved so as to Witnesses:
provide a vertical wall with which the edges
E. J. BELL,
W. S. SURGERT.
of said blanks may engage, and a horizon
Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents,
Washington, D. C.’

